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Abstract: Cooperative interactions between RNA and vesicle
membranes on the prebiotic earth may have led to the
emergence of primitive cells. The membrane surface offers
a potential platform for the catalysis of reactions involving
RNA, but this scenario relies upon the existence of a simple
mechanism by which RNA could become associated with
protocell membranes. Here, we show that electrostatic interactions provided by short, basic, amphipathic peptides can be
harnessed to drive RNA binding to both zwitterionic phospholipid and anionic fatty acid membranes. We show that the
association of cationic molecules with phospholipid vesicles
can enhance the local positive charge on a membrane and
attract RNA polynucleotides. This phenomenon can be
reproduced with amphipathic peptides as short as three
amino acids. Finally, we show that peptides can cross bilayer
membranes to localize encapsulated RNA. This mechanism of
polynucleotide confinement could have been important for
primitive cellular evolution.

The emergence of a protocell capable of Darwinian evolu-

tion is expected to require two key components: a selfreplicating membrane and a self-replicating nucleic acid.[1]
RNA, due to its ability to store genetic information and fold
into catalytic structures, is hypothesized to be the ancestral
nucleic acid in primitive cells.[2] A major question in the
design and study of protocells is how membranes could
promote reactions involving RNA in the absence of highly
evolved macromolecular catalysts. Membranes provide an
obvious structural role in a protocell, spatially localizing RNA
by passively trapping the nucleic acids in the lumen of
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vesicles.[2b] In principle, membranes could also play a catalytic
role by co-localizing reactants on their surface.[3] The localization of short polynucleotides to membranes could promote
a variety of catalytic processes of RNA, ranging from faster
nonenzymatic template copying to faster assembly of oligonucleotides into multi-component ribozymes. Determining
mechanisms for RNA–membrane association is a fundamental step towards the goal of demonstrating increased RNA
reactivity in the presence of vesicle membranes.
Polynucleotides can be localized to vesicle membranes
through a variety of approaches ranging from hydrophobic
modification of the polynucleotide[4] to selections for membrane-associating complexes[5] to increasing electrostatic
interactions between the membrane and polynucleotide by
the use of cationic lipids.[6] We sought to explore a prebiotically plausible means by which unmodified RNA strands,
irrespective of sequence, could localize to both anionic and
neutral membranes.
One prebiotically accessible mechanism for RNA–membrane association is by electrostatic interactions with cationic,
membrane-bound small molecules or peptides. Peptides are
of particular interest since amino acids are readily synthesized
by a variety of potentially prebiotic routes[7] suggesting that
peptides were likely to have been present in any protocellular
system.[8] Membrane associating peptides are also found in
current biological systems. For example, cell penetrating
peptides (CPPs) permeate and antimicrobial peptides
(AMPs) associate with bilayer membranes, respectively.[9]
Several CPPs have also demonstrated the ability to noncovalently complex with oligonucleotides and transport them
past cellular membranes,[10] suggesting that with some
sequence modification, peptides might be altered to reside
at the membrane along with their nucleic acid cargo. Both
CPPs and AMPs are generally amphipathic, basic, and less
than 30 amino acids in length.[11] We reasoned that short
peptides (equal to or shorter than seven amino acids) that are
sufficiently hydrophobic to associate with membranes and
sufficiently cationic to interact electrostatically with the
phosphate groups on RNA might localize short RNA
oligomers to a vesicle surface.
In order to determine the physical factors required for
RNA–membrane localization, we first analyzed a model
amphipathic cationic molecule, 2-undecylimidazole (Figure 1 a). We expected that the hydrophobic undecyl alkyl
chain would lead to membrane binding, while the positive
charge on the imidazole moiety might attract negatively
charged RNA oligonucleotides to the vesicle surface. We
began our investigation with 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero3-phospho-choline (POPC) vesicles as a model membrane
system. As expected the zeta potential (a measure of surface
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Figure 1. RNA localization with a model amphipathic, cationic molecule. a) Design of RNA-localizing molecules that include both nonpolar
and cationic regions. b) The change in zeta potential is reported for
POPC samples prepared with 2-undecylimidazole (yellow) or incubated
with 2-methylimidazole (blue) with respect to control POPC samples
that had no imidazole derivatives added. c) Schematic of the FRET
assay used to assess RNA localization to vesicle membranes: The
FRET efficiency between a FAM-labeled oligomer and a rhodaminelabeled lipid in vesicle membranes is measured. A positive change in
FRET indicates an increase in membrane–RNA localization with
respect to control samples. d) RNA (5’-FAM-U15 and 5’-FAM-A15)
shows increasing localization to POPC membranes that contain
increased amounts of undecylimidazole. n = 3, error bars represent
standard deviation.

charge) of POPC vesicles becomes progressively more
positive with an increasing mole fraction of undecylimidazole
in the membrane (Figure 1 b). In contrast, a less hydrophobic
imidazole derivative, 2-methylimidazole, does not change the
zeta potential of vesicles, indicating that membrane association of the cationic molecule is essential to increase the charge
on the vesicle surface.
We then measured RNA localization to the outside of
vesicles using a fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) assay. This assay reports the association of RNA
with the vesicle surface by measuring the FRET efficiency
between a carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-labeled RNA oligomer
and a rhodamine-labeled phospholipid in small (100 nm),
empty, unilamellar POPC vesicles (Figure 1 c). We validated
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the FRET method by using a secondary gel filtration assay to
confirm RNA–membrane association (Figure S1-2). The
FRET assay was designed to be maximally sensitive to
increases or decreases in RNA–membrane association. A
positive or negative change in FRET indicates increased or
decreased membrane association, respectively, with respect to
control samples. An increase in FRET signal could be due to
an increased number of RNA molecules associating with the
membrane, stronger RNA–membrane binding, or both.
Using this FRET method, we found that RNA oligonucleotides become increasingly localized to vesicle membranes
in the presence of increasing concentrations of undecylimidazole (Figure 1 d). RNA–membrane association is not dependent on the identity of the oligonucleotides, as both
poly(uracil), 5’-FAM-U15, and poly(adenosine), 5’-FAM-A15,
15-mer oligomers demonstrated similar levels of localization
to the surface of POPC vesicles. In support of electrostatically
mediated binding, we found that the extent of RNA–
membrane association was tunable by adjusting the ionic
strength and the pH around the pKa of the imidazole group
(ca. pH 8; Figure S3). Increasing the pH from 8 to 9 reduced
RNA localization to POPC membranes, as observed through
the FRET assay. We measured a corresponding reduction in
the zeta potential of vesicles that contain undecylimidazole as
the pH was increased from 8 to 9 (Figure S4), showing that
decreased protonation of the cationic molecule decreases the
surface charge of the vesicles to which they are bound.
Having shown by indirect fluorescence methods that
undecylimidazole can localize RNA oligonucleotides to
membranes, we then attempted to directly visualize RNA–
membrane association by microscopy. We prepared giant
POPC vesicles (GUVs, 5–25 mm) with an encapsulated FAMU15 oligomer. Because undecylimidazole has poor solubility
in aqueous solutions, we were unable to simply add undecylimidazole to these giant POPC vesicles and observe localization of the encapsulated RNA. We therefore prepared
small unilamellar POPC vesicles (SUVs) that contained
undecylimidazole. Such small, neutral sonicated vesicles can
be unstable and tend to aggregate or fuse with available
membranes[12] bringing their cargo in close proximity to the
surface of GUVs. Since undecylimidazole is a single-chain
amphiphile, it should be able to exchange between vesicle
membranes and flip-flop across the phospholipid bilayer to
access the interior of the giant phospholipid vesicles.[13]
Indeed, we observed that undecylimidazole-containing
SUVs rapidly associated with giant POPC vesicles (Figure 2 b). After 1 hour, we observed that the encapsulated
RNA had become localized to the vesicle membrane, including internal membranes within the vesicle, indicating the
undecylimidazole could flip across the bilayer and cause
encapsulated RNA to localize to the inner membrane leaflets
(Figure 2 c, Figure S5).
Encouraged by the ability of undecylimdazole to mediate
RNA–membrane association, we proceeded to design a series
of short cationic and lipophilic peptides to see if simple
peptides could exhibit the same effect. We chose to work
primarily with arginine as the cationic residue since its ability
to associate with membranes and RNA alike is well documented.[11a, 14] We also examined histidine, which has an
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Figure 2. Microscopy of encapsulated RNA localization to POPC membranes with 2-undecylimidazole. Confocal images of 5’-FAM-U15 RNA
(green) association with giant POPC vesicles membranes in the presence of 2-undecylimidazole. Differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscopy images are shown for each vesicle. a) RNA appears uniformly distributed in the interior of POPC GUVs. b) The addition of SUVs
containing a rhodamine-labeled lipid (red) leads to SUV aggregation and association with the giant vesicle membranes, but RNA (green) remains
uniformly encapsulated in the vesicle interior. c) The addition of SUVs containing a rhodamine-labeled lipid (red) and 40 mol % 2undecylimidazole leads to SUV association with vesicle membranes and RNA (green) localizes to the vesicle surface. The scale bar is 20 mm.

imidazole functionality similar to the model undecylimidazole
molecule. Finally, we chose phenylalanine, isoleucine, and
tryptophan as the nonpolar residues, because of their hydrophobicity and/or tendency to reside at the interface of
a bilayer membrane.
We first screened the resulting set of peptides for their
propensity to insert into phospholipid membranes. All
peptides containing hydrophobic amino acid side chains
inserted into POPC membranes, as detected through an
increase in membrane surface area and leakage of an
encapsulated dye (Figure S6). We next screened the same
peptides for their ability to localize RNA to the surface of
phospholipid vesicles, using the same FRET assay as used
above to demonstrate undecylimidazole-mediated RNA–
membrane association. We measured the change in FRET
efficiency between donor-labeled RNA and acceptor-labeled

Figure 3. Peptide-induced RNA–membrane association. A FRET assay
reports RNA localization (5’-FAM-U15) to POPC and oleic acid membranes (7.5 mm) 10 h after the addition of 1 mm of various peptides to
the vesicle solution at pH 8. Data is reported as a percentage change
from control samples that lack peptide. n = 4, error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54, 11735 –11739

POPC vesicles in response to the addition of 1 mm of peptide
at a 0.13 molar peptide:lipid ratio (Figure 3, gray bars).
Several peptides were identified that caused a greater than
5 % increase in FRET efficiency from control samples,
including RF2, R3F2, R5F2, R3F3, R3I3, R5W2, and
R3W3, suggesting these peptides increased RNA association
to POPC membranes.
Because early protocell membranes are thought to have
assembled from single-chain amphiphiles such as fatty acids,[8]
we also asked whether amphipathic, cationic peptides could
localize RNA to such anionic membranes. Several peptides
caused a greater than 5 % increase in FRET from control
samples, including R3F2, R5F2, R3F3, R5I2, R5W2, and
H2W3 (Figure 3, black bars). Overall, the extent of RNA
association with oleic acid membranes was less than that
observed with POPC membranes, which could be due to
electrostatic repulsion between the anionic oleic acid amphiphiles and RNA polynucleotides, and/or due to shielding of
the cationic peptide by the anionic oleate. The identification
of peptides that localize RNA to fatty acid vesicles, however,
indicates that repulsive interactions between oligonucleotides
and anionic amphiphiles can be overcome to enable RNA
binding to potentially prebiotic membranes.
In general, increasing both the number of positively
charged amino acid residues and the number of hydrophobic
residues resulted in increased localization of RNA to vesicle
membranes. With peptides that have phenylalanine as the
hydrophobic amino acid, there appears to be a minimum
number of arginine residues necessary to enable localization
to oleic acid membranes: neither RF, nor RF2 nor RF3 cause
strong RNA–membrane association, while R3F2 does localize
RNA to oleic acid membranes, and R5F2 causes even
stronger localization. In most cases, binding to POPC
membranes appeared to be stronger than binding to oleate
membranes. For example, both R3I3 and R3W3 appeared to
cause strong association with POPC membranes but not to
oleate membranes.
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To further confirm that cationic hydrophobic peptides
could mediate the association of RNA with vesicle membranes, we used fluorescence microscopy to directly observe
the nature of the interaction. We investigated the peptide
R3F3, because according to the FRET assay, it localized RNA
to both POPC and oleic acid membranes. We also investigated the peptide R3W3, because it induced the largest
increase in FRET signal with POPC membranes. We prepared giant, micron-scale vesicles from POPC or a blend of
oleic acid (90 %) and POPC (10 %). In our initial experiments, we premixed an AlexaFluor647-labeled RNA strand
(a random sequence 15-mer) with either peptide and then
added the mixture to the outside of giant POPC or oleic acid/
POPC membranes. The R3F3 peptide caused visible and
relatively homogeneous binding of RNA to the outside of at
least some POPC vesicles (Figure 4). In contrast, the R3W3

Figure 4. Microscopy of peptide-induced RNA–membrane association.
Confocal images show RNA localization (5’-AlexaFluor647-labeled 15mer, cyan) to the outside of oleic acid/POPC (90 %/10 %) and pure
POPC membranes in the presence of R3F3 and R3W3 peptides.
Control samples had no peptide added. For each image, the left panel
shows the DIC image and the right panel shows AlexaFluor647
fluorescence. The scale bar is 20 mm.

peptide appeared to condense the RNA into large aggregates
that then associated with the POPC vesicles (Figure 4,
Figure S7). Both the R3F3 and the R3W3 peptides caused
RNA localization in punctate aggregates around the 90 %
oleic acid membranes.
The large RNA aggregates that we observed are likely to
contain both peptide and lipid. Lee et al. observed through
microscopy the aggregation of penetratin peptides on giant
vesicles once a critical concentration ratio of peptide:lipid was
reached.[15] As peptide aggregation in a membrane has often
been found to be dependent on the molar ratio of peptide to
lipid,[16] some of the variability in our observations may be due
to variation in total lipid concentration between batches of
our giant vesicles. For example, the R3F3 peptide in some
cases induced uniform localization of RNA to the outside of
POPC vesicles (Figure 4, panel 2), but in other cases led to the
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formation of punctate aggregates surrounding the vesicles
(Figure S7).
Given that the pre-mixing of peptide and RNA, followed
by addition to vesicles led primarily to the formation of large
membrane-associated aggregates (with the partial exception
of R3F3), we decided to examine the effect of adding either
R3F3 or R3W3 to giant vesicles containing encapsulated
RNA oligonucleotides. In these experiments, we wished to
assess the ability of the peptide to first bind to vesicles and
then flip to the interior face of the membrane where it could
potentially localize encapsulated RNA. After an overnight
incubation with R3F3, we again observed that encapsulated
RNA had become localized in a relatively uniform manner to
the membranes of POPC vesicles. Because the RNA was
originally uniformly dispersed in the interior of the vesicle,
this result indicates that the R3F3 peptide can cross the
membrane and then localize encapsulated RNA to the
membrane surface (Figure 5). Somewhat surprisingly, the

Figure 5. Microscopy of encapsulated RNA localization to POPC
membranes with peptides. Confocal images show that RNA (5’-FAMU15, green) encapsulated in POPC vesicles (containing a rhodaminelabeled lipid, red) becomes localized to the membrane of certain
vesicles after an overnight incubation with R3F3 and R3W3 peptides.
The scale bar is 20 mm.

tryptophan containing R3W3 peptide once again induced the
formation of large RNA-lipid peptide aggregates that
appeared to cluster around the perimeter of some of the
giant vesicles.
In summary, we have found that the small molecule
undecylimidazole, and a series of short peptides have the
ability to localize RNA to POPC membranes. Our results
show that different peptides and membrane amphiphiles
cause differential RNA–membrane interactions. While R3F3
can induce a more uniform RNA–membrane association, the
R3W3 peptide leads to the formation of RNA aggregates on
POPC vesicles, and both the R3F3 and the R3W3 peptides
form large aggregates with RNA in the presence of oleate
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vesicles. These different types of RNA sequestration could
ultimately alter RNA reactivity or the strength of RNA–
membrane binding in yet unknown ways. The physical
association of RNA with vesicle membranes may have been
an important initial step in accelerating prebiotically relevant
reactions,[17] including RNA replication and ribozyme assembly, and may therefore have played an important role in early
RNA-based protocells. Our study motivates the continued
search for small molecules and simple peptides that could
mediate the association of RNA oligonucleotides with model
protocell membranes. In addition, our work addresses
a potentially prebiotic route through which RNA could
become associated with primitive membranes and opens the
door to studying membrane-localized prebiotic reactions with
RNA catalysts or substrates.
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